
O’Shea yDNA Project Update August 2011 
 
Hi member, 
 
I would firstly, like to take this opportunity to welcome Dick Shea (member of the main Kerry 
Group) to the admin. team for the O'Shea yDNA Project. He joins James O'Shea and myself 
in managing the project which now has 120 members (118 in Family Tree DNA and two 
others). 
 
Secondly, I would like to say a big thank you to all those members who recently tested on 
L513 and the member who tested on L577. SNP testing is the only way to subdivide the y-
haplotree into its branches and sub-branches. The three members of the main Kerry Group, 
who tested on L513 were found to be positive for the SNP. This was expected, as the main 
Kerry Group's yDNA fits the criteria of being L513+. The 11_13 Combo Group, run by Mike 
Walsh, spearheaded testing in this subgroup of the 11_13 Project. The 11_13 Project has all 
the results for the various diverse L513+ clusters, including the O'Sheas, which share an 
ancestry over 2000 years ago. Dick Shea will be sending an email to the main Kerry Group to 
explain the implications of being L513+. Note, now that we know that the main Kerry Group is 
L513+, members of this group do not need to do a Deep Clade test. Doing the cheaper L513 
test is more useful. In time, Family Tree DNA will add L513 to its y-haplotree. ISOGG has 
already added it as R1b1a2a1a1b4c. 
 
The NW Cork candidate and the three Tipperary/Kilkenny Group members who also tested on 
L513, had a negative result. This was also as expected. This outcome means that the main 
Kerry Group has been separate from the other O'Shea groups for over 2000 years (the SNP 
is older than this).  2000 years ago is a long time before surnames began, so the results on 
the L513 SNP go a long way to disproving the Medieval pedigrees which claimed that some 
Kerry Sheas migrated to Tipperary and were to become the ancestors of the 
Tipperary/Kilkenny Shees/Sheas. 
 
Overall, being L513+ indicates that  the member is automatically L21+  with further 
classification to the L513 subclade which is downstream of L21. The NW Cork Group and the 
Tipperary/Kilkenny Group are stuck for the moment at L21+. Note that enough members of 
these two groups have done Deep Clade testing for us to know that they are all predicted to 
be L21+. 
 
There are new SNPs being discovered all the time, in the "Walk the Y Project" and other 
Genome Projects, so that, the search for SNPs downstream of L21 goes on. I would also like 
to thank the Tipperary/Kilkenny member who tested on L577 although it proved negative. It 
helped the project. 
 
At the moment, DF21 is another SNP which is being researched by the "DF21 and Subclades 
Project": http://www.familytreedna.com/public/R-DF21/default.aspx?section=yresults 
   
One member of the main Kerry Group has ordered DF21 but I expect it to be negative as the 
DF21 SNP seems to be a parallel SNP to L513. One member of the NW Cork Group is 
testing on DF21. Another member  of the O'Shea Project, who is classified as "South Irish" 
has also ordered the DF21 SNP. However, people who are classified as "South Irish" have 
been found to be DF21- negative. It would be great if a Tipperary/Kilkenny Group member 
tested on DF21 to check this SNP for this group as we don't know whether this group would 
be positive or negative on it. We will let you know the outcome on testing on this SNP and let 
you know of any other useful SNPs that come along. 
 
I would like to add, that if anyone plans to test on any SNPs, to please check with one of the 
administrators of the O'Shea Project first as we will be able to advise you. Note, we only need 
one member to per main group to test new SNPs until we discover their relevance to the 
member, group and project. 
 
The above applies to people in the main groups mentioned. Other SNPs and/or Deep Clade 
testing might be useful to other members of the project. Please get in touch if you want help in 
deciding which SNPs to test. Note, Family Tree DNA does not notify people about SNP 
results. You have to check under the y-haplotree tab on your own personal webpage at 



Family Tree DNA. 
 
 Have a look at the O'Shea yDNA Results webpage for diagrams, charts relating to SNP 
testing and also results charts including one which includes the 111 marker test results: 
http://www.osheaclan.org/OShea_Results.html 
 
If anyone would like to contribute to the Project Fund, it would be greatly help us finance SNP 
testing as required to further the project: 
http://www.familytreedna.com/public/oshea/default.aspx 
 
On behalf of the O'Shea yDNA Project, 
Margaret Jordan 
www.osheaclan.org 


